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Abstract. This survey is concerned with necessary and sufficient opti- 
mality conditions for smooth nonlinear programming problems with 
inequality and equality constraints. These conditions deal with strict 
local minimizers of order one and two and with isolated minimizers. 
In most results, no constraint qualification is required. The optimality 
conditions are formulated in such a way that the gaps between the 
necessary and sufficient conditions are small and even vanish completely 
under mild constraint qualifications. 
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1. Introduction 
With this paper, we intend to give an up-to-date treatment of the class- 
ical problem of characterizing local minimizers of finite optimization prob- 
lems with equality and inequality constraints. From the wealth of previous 
contributions on this subject, we will only give the restrictive list (Refs. 1- 
10). We present first- and second-order, primal and dual, necessary and 
sufficient optimality conditions without a constraint qualification. In this 
regard, we have been greatly influenced by the article of Ben-Tal (Ref. 10). 
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We have tried to make the relationship between primal and equivalent dual 
conditions as clear as possible by a consequent use of appropriate theorems 
of the alternative. Emphasis has been placed on the fact that first-order 
sufficient conditions are related to strict local minimizers of order one, 
whereas econd-order conditions are related to strict local minimizers of 
order two. Besides that, we offer a sufficient condition for an isolated mini- 
mizer. We emphasize that we have used a classical approach and that the 
main results are essentially known. 
The results of this paper have been derived under weak regularity 
assumptions, leading to statements with small gaps between ecessary and 
corresponding sufficient optimality conditions. We show that such gaps do 
not occur in the Case where a suitable Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint 
qualification holds. We have not dealt with perturbations and parametric 
aspects. In this context, appropriate regularity assumptions are much 
stronger, such as the linear independence onstraint qualification (LICQ) at 
the minimizer and strict positivity for all multipliers corresponding to an 
active inequality. Here, the reader is referred to Refs. 11-16. Investigations 
into generic properties of these optimization problems can be found in 
Refs. 17-20. 
2. Basic Notations 
Consider the finite optimization problem 
(P) min go(x), 
s.t. gj(x)<_O, je J ,  
hi(x) =0, i~J ,  
where J and J are finite index sets, 0 r  xeR". In the following, we 
suppose that the functions go, gj , je J ,  and hi, i~J ,  are sufficiently smooth. 
In short, we suppose that these functions are from C~(R ", ~) for first-order 
statements and from C2(R ", ~) for statements concerning second-order con- 
ditions. With this agreement in mind, we can omit the smoothness 
assumptions for the problem functions in all stated results. The cases where 
J = ~ and/or J = ~ are allowed. The feasible set J / i s  the set 
Jr {x~R"lgj(x) <O,j~ J ; hi(x)=0, i~J}. 
At all times, we will assume that .4'1. ~ ~. The point ~e.1r is a local minimizer 
for (P) if there is an open neighborhood ~. of ff such that 
go(x) >go(.~), for all xEJr n oZ'. 
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If this inequality is strictly satisfied for xr  then 2 is said to be a strict 
local minimizer. If, with pe  N, there is a constant ~r >0 such that 
go(x) >go(YC) + xllx-.~11 p, for all xeo / /n  q/, (I) 
then .~ is called a strict local minimizer of order p. In the case p= 1, the 
point ,~ is more commonly called a strong local minimizer. If there is a 
neighborhood ok' such that ~ is the only local minimizer in q[, then ff is called 
an isolated local minimizer. If (1) holds for p (with some I< > 0, ~)  and there 
is no tr > 0, ~ such that (1) is valid for p - I, then ~ is called a strict local 
minimizer of exact order p. 
For x eJr we define the activity maps 
J , (x )  = { J~J l  gj(x) =0}, 
j,~ = J,(x) u {o}. 
Definition 2.1. Let x~,,#. We define the following cones: 
C~= {2eR"lVgi(x)Y, <O,je J , (x ) ;  Vh;(x)2=O, ied},  
o_ <O, je J ,~  Vhi(x)ff=O, ie J} ,  {. eR"lVgj(x).  
Cx = {~eR"lVgj(x).~ <O,je j , (x ) ;  Vh,(x)Yc=O, ied},  
- o _ {y, e R"I Vgj (x)Y~ < O, jey~ ; Vh, (x).~ = O, ie d}. C.,r 
Remark 2.1. We emphasize that in general C~ [resp. -0 Cx] is not equal 
to the closure cl Cx [resp. cl C ~ of C.~ [resp. C~ However, it can be easily 
seen, e.g., that cl Cxc C.~ and that cl Cx~ Cx~Cx = ~.  Consider for example 
an optimization problem with the feasible set . / / /cR 2 defined by the 
inequalities 
gl(x) = -X2 + X~ <_ O, g2(x)= x2-  2x2 <O. 
Then for x = O, we get 
C~=~ and C.,.={.'~1.~2=0}. 
It will turn out that the cone C~ is the set of all ff such that x + e.'~ points 
into the feasible set for 0 < E sufficiently small. Analogously, C O is the set of 
all ~7 in C~ such that 
go(x + e~) < go(x), for 0 < e sufficiently small; 
i.e., ~ is a feasible direction of descent. 
Let xe J t ,  ~C~ [resp. :~t~~ Suppose that J , (x )#~ [resp. 
Cx], then J~  ~ ~] .  If ~7 is on the relative boundary of C.~ [resp. of -o 
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Vgi(x)2=0 for some indices j e J , (x )  [resp. jef ,~ This motivates the 
introduction of the index set J**(x, 2) [resp. o J * * (x ,  2)], 
J * *  (x, 2) = {je J .  (x)[ Vgi(x)2 = 0} 
[ J~ 2) = {je f ~ } 1. 
The cones in Definition 2.1 could be called first-order cones. For the 
analysis of second-order effects, we need the following polyhedra in R", 
which could be called second-order polyhedra. 
Definition 2.2. Let xe.][. For every 2eCx, we define 
Cx..~ = { ~ l 2'V2 g/(x)2 + Vg/(x)~c <O, Je J **( x, 2), 
2'V2hi (x)2 + Vhl (x)~ = 0, ie J} ,  
C ~ = {~l 2'V2gi (x)2 + Vg i (x)~: < O, je yo ,  (x, 2), 
2'V2tb(x)2+ Vh;(x).~ = 0, ie J} ,  
C~,.e= {~cl 2'V2gi(x)2 +Vgj(x)~ <_ O,je J**(x, 2), 
2'V2h~(x)2 + Vhi (x)~ = O, ie J }, 
(~o.~ ={ ~1 2tV2g i (x)2 + Vgi(x)~ < 0, je  J~  (x, 2), 
2'V2h,(x)2 +Vh, (x).~ = O, ie J }. 
Remark 2.2. It is easily verified that 
]**(x, o) = ] , (x ) ,  ~ o ] ** (x ,  0) = ] : (x ) ,  
and that 
Cx.o = c , ,  C~ = c ~ 
C,o=C,  -o -o Cx.o = C~. 
The geometrical meaning of the previous definitions is contained in the 
following lemma, which is proved in Section 5. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 2e.~.  Suppose that the gradients Vh,.(2), i e J ,  are 
linearly independent. 
(i) Let 2e C~. Then, there exist a positive real number S and a curve 
),eC'[0, S] such that 
(a) )'(s)eJr for O<s<S, 
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(b) ~,(0) =:~, 
(c) r'(O) =~Z. 
(ii) Let .'~eC~, and ~eC~..~. Then, there exist a positive real number 
S and a curve ~,eC2[0, S] such that 
(a) ~(s)~o/#, for 0<s<S,  
(b) y(O) =if, 
(c) r'(o) =.~z, 
(d) r"(O) = i  
Remark 2.3. In general, the requirement that the set {Vhi(.f), iEJ} is 
a linearly independent set cannot be circumvented by replacing an equality 
constraint hi(x) = 0 by two inequality constraints h;(x) < 0 and -hi (x) < 0. 
In that case, in part (i) a vector :~eC~ must satisfy 4-Vh~(.~).~<0, which is 
impossible. In part (ii), for fie C~, a vector ~e C~..~ has to satisfy at least the 
two inequalities 
Vh, (.~).~ +.-~'V% (.~)~ < 0, 
-Vh, (~).~ -.f'V2he (:~):~ <0, 
a contradiction. Hence, C~,~ =~.  In both cases, the statement of Lemma 
2.1 has become void. 
We give an example illustrating the lemma nd Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Example  2.1. In I~ 2, consider an optimization problem with feasible 
set J /g iven by the inequalities (see Fig. la) 
g,(x) = -x ,  + x~ <_ O, g~(x) = -x~ + x~ <O. 




Illustration of Lemma 2.1. 
c 
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Let .~ =0. Then, 
C~ = {-~1 --,7, <0, -~2 <0}, (2) 
C~= {~1 =,7, _<o, -~<o}.  (3) 
Consider a curve 
y(s) = X +.,Ts + (1/2).~s 2 + o(s2), 
with .,7, ~E[~ 2. If ~7~C~, then, for all ~2 ,  the points 7(s) lie in Jr for 0<s  
sufficiently small (see Fig. l b), since then 
gi(r(s)) =Vg)(.~).,Ts+o(s) <0, for j=  l, 2. 
For these .,7, 
J**(X, X) = ~ and C~..~= ~..~ = ~2. 
If .'~ C'.~\C~ then ~/(s) is tangent o .g  at 0 (see Fig. Ic). In that case, 
we have Vgi(.~).~=0 for j=  1 or j=2 .  We consider the case j=  1. Then .,7= 
(0,.~2) with ~72>0, and if :~2>0 we have J**(.~, .,7)= {l}. We need the 
second-order term in the Taylor series for g,(~,(s)) to decide whether 
y(s) ~.ffr for s sufficiently small. Then, .as one can readily verify, 
g, (y(s)) = ( l /2) (.VV2g, (.~).,7 + Vg, (.~).~:)s 2 + o(s2). 
So, 7(s)~.//1 for s sufficiently small if the factor in front of s 2 is negative, 
which is the case i f .~  C~..~; see the curve ?'~ in Fig. lc. If the factor in front 
of s 2 is positive, then 7(s)6.~l; see the curve 7/2 in Fig. lc. Explicitly, for 
.~ = (0, .~2) with -,72 > O, 
C.~..r = {.~ 1 2.~-.~, < 0}. 
Finally, if .,7 = (0, 0), we have 
,,r162 {1, 2} and Cs..~=Cs. 
3. Optimality Conditions: Survey of the Results 
In this section, we present the results on optimality conditions. The 
proofs are to be found in Section 5. In Section 3.1, necessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions are given which do not require a constraint qualifica- 
tion with respect o the inequality constraints. They are stated in both a 
primal form and an equivalent dual form. In the primal case, the optimality 
conditions can be formulated in terms of the cones and polyhedra introduced 
in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. In order to formulate the dual form of the optimal- 
ity conditions, we define some cones which can be considered as dual com- 
panions to these former cones and polyhedra. Section 3.2 deals with 
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optimality conditions for the case where, at candidate local minimizers, a
so-called Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification issatisfied. Then, 
the necessary and sufficient conditionLs coincide. Finally, Section 3.3 is 
devoted to some remarks on the case where the (stronger) linear independ- 
ence constraint qualification holds. 
3.1. Optimality Conditions without Constraint Qualifications. We start 
with the primal necessary conditions; see also Ref. 3, Theorem 3.1, and 
Ref. 10, Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1. Primal Necessary Optimality Conditions. Let 2e J//be 
a local minimizer for problem (P). Assume that the gradients Vhi(2), ie J ,  
are linearly independent. Then, the following results hold: 
(i) First-Order Conditions. C ~ ~,  i.e., there is no ~eR" solving the 
system 
Vgi (Yc)2 < O, je~~ 
Vhi (Yc)2 = O, ie J .  
(ii) Second-Order Conditions. For any .~e G ~ we have 0 _ C~,.~- ~;  i.e., 
C~, there is no ~--R" solving the system for any 2e -0 
2'V2gj(2).~+Vgj(2)~c<O, je]~ 2), 
2'V2h~(2)2 +Vh;(2)~ = O, ie~r 
Remark 3.1. The requirement in Theorem 3.1 that, at the point .~, the 
gradients of the equality constraints are linearly independent can be consid- 
ered as a constraint qualification. However, this is a natural requirement, 
as is illustrated by the following example: 
min go(x)=xl, 
s.t. h,(x)=x~-x~=O. 
The point 2 = (0, O) is a (global) minimizer. In this case, 
C~=~ 2 and C~ 
Thus, without the condition that the gradients Vhi(2) are linearly indepen- 
dent, Theorem 3.1 fails to be true. 
In the primal sufficient conditions, only the strict inequalities are 
replaced by weak ones; see also Ref. 21, Theorem 3.1.4 for (i), even for 
semi-infinite problems, and Ref. 10, Theorem 4.2 for (ii). 
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Theorem 3.2. Primal Sufficient Optimality Conditions. Let 2~..t/. 
C~= {0}, i.e., there is no (i) First-Order Condit ions.  Suppose that -0 
nonzero solution geE" to the system 
Vg,(s jeJ,~ 
Vh~(2)2=O, ie J .  
Then, s is a strict local minimizer of order one for problem (P); 
see also Remark 3.2. 
C.~r {0} and for any non- (ii) Second-Order Conditions. Suppose that -o 
zero 2e ~,o we have -o _ 9 C~..~-~; i.e., no .~eR" solves the system 
.2'VZgj(.~).~ + Vgj(2)~ <_ O, je J~ 2), 
.~ctV2hi (X).r + Vhi (X)~ = O, it  J .  
Then, .~ is a strict local minimizer of order two for problem (P); 
see also Remark 3.2. 
Remark 3.2. Later on in the proofs, the following stronger version of 
the statements of Theorem 3.2 and of Theorem 3.4 below will be shown: 
Assume that the first-order [resp. second-order] conditions of Theorem 3.2 
or Theorem 3.4 hold. Then, with the constant cl [resp. c2] defined in (21) 
[resp. in (22)], for any tc less than cl [resp. c2], there is a neighborhood q/
of 2 such that, for all xeq /n  Jr 
go(x) >go(.~) +~llx-Xlt, in the first-order case 
[resp. go(x) >-go(g) + x IIx- ~ 112, in the second-order case]. 
We proceed with the formulation of the equivalent dual conditions. To 
this aim, it is convenient o introduce dual companions to the cones 
C o, -o CX. .~,  X.X " Cx and the polyhedra 0 t~o
Definition 3.1. Let xe,~.  Then, the 
defined: 
following dual cones can be 
o_ f d= E 
~. jE J . (x )  
+ y. ,~iVh~(x)lpj>O,j~j~ not all 0; ~.~EN, i~or 
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-~  d= Z I.tsVgj(x) 
j~ J~ (x) 
+ ~ ~,iVhi(x) Pi>O, je f~ Z, eR, ied  t. 
491 
Remark 3.3. Note that, by using Lemma 4.1, it follows that 
9 ~ {d~"]  d'y<O, for all yE C~ provided C~ 
~o= {d~l~"l d'y<O, for all yE 6'~ 
--0 This justifies the term dual cone for 9 ~ ~x, and similarly for the cones 
0 --0 ~ ~ below. 
Definition 3.2. Let xe,,g. For any .'~e G ~ we define the following cones 
in R"+I: 
{[7] r,,,,,,x,I 
~o .= a + y, pSL.~,V2gAx)y<l ,~Z,  ' - j. jo~., L ~'v=h, (x)~ Jl 
a, pj>O,j~f~ not all zero; ZiG I~, ie J t ,  
J 
_o ([o,7 ~:<,..~= a _ + Z 
je J~ 
r vg,(~) 1 _ z [  Vh,(~) ] 
" [~'V%(x)~J+,~., 'L~'v~h,(x)~/I 
a > O, ~s > O, j~ J~ ,l,;~ R, if.~~. 
,% 
J 
It will be convenient to define the set .~o of all multipliers which can 
be used to represent 0 as an element of ~o, 
o_{ o } -,~x-- {I.tj>O,J~,~.(X),,~,iEO{,iE j}  ~ llJVgj(x) + E '~'iVhi(x) =0 9 
j~ f  ,(x) i~d 
For the sake of brevity, the elements of .~o will often be denoted by (p, A,). 
As might be expected, the primal cone ~,o and the cone .~o are related, 
as is pointed out in the following remark. 
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Remark 3.4. Let xe.Jl and (p, ~,)~.~o. Then, 
0 = ~ I.tjVgj (X) "4- ~, ~iVhi (x).  (4)  
jE,.fl'O (x) i~.~ r 
Multiplying (4) by an element :~e t~ ~ we obtain 
(5) 
So, if Vgj (x).~ < 0 for some index j and for some .~ ~ G ~ then the correspond- 
Cx and all (p, X)~.~ ~ ing multiplier vanishes. Relation (5) holds for all ~7~ -0
and is a sort of complementarity condition. So, roughly speaking, the bigger 
--0 --0 9 ~ x versa. C~, the smaller and vice 
Now, we formulate the dual optimality conditions; see also, e.g., Ref. 
10, Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Dual Necessary Optimality Conditions. Let .~e.J# be a 
local minimizer for problem (P). Assume that the gradients Vh~(.~), iEor 
are linearly independent. Then: 
(i) First-Order Conditions (Fritz-John Conditions). 0e~ ~ ; i.e., there 
exist multipliers fij>0, jej ,0(~),  not all zero, ~.ielE, iEJ ,  such 
that 
Z fijV&(.~)+ Z ~qVhi(.~)=0. (6) 
j~.~.o(.~) i~.~ 
C~, we have 0e~~ i.e., (ii) Second-Order Conditions. For any Se -0 
for any .~e ~,o, there are multipliers fij>O,j~J~ not all zero, 
~,t~ , ieJ ,  such that (6) is satisfied, and moreover, 
x ' I  5". fi'V2&(x) + ~ ~"V2hi(Yc)tx>O" (7) 
An example of an optimization problem where, at a minimizer :~, differ- 
ent multipliers are really necessary to get (7) for different .~  G ~ is to be 
found in Ref. 10, Example 2.1. 
Remark 3.5. In view of Remark 3.4, the optimality conditions in 
Theorem 3.3 can be slightly strengthened in the sense that the summations 
over j~ jo (~)  can be replaced by summations over je j .o.(~),  where 
.'D. 
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As in the primal case, there is only a small gap between the necessary and 
the following sufficient conditions; see Ref. 2 l, Theorem 3.1.16 for a result 
as in Theorem 3.4(i) in semi-infinite optimization, and, e.g., Refs. 5, 10 in 
connection with Theorem 3.4(ii). 
Theorem 3.4. Dual Sufficient Optimality Conditions. Let ~ J / .  
(i) First-Order Conditions. Suppose that 
0eint -o ~.
Then, g is a strict local minimizer of order one; see Remark 3.2. 
C~=/={0} and that, for (ii) Second-Order Conditions. Suppose that -o 
any nonzero 2EC ~ we have 0e~,~ i.e., for any nonzero 
.~  ~,o, there are multipliers ~j> 0 , j~ J~ ~iE ~, i~ J ,  such that 
(6) is satisfied, and moreover, 
z z 
Then, g is a strict local minimizer of order two for (P); see 
Remark 3.2. 
Remark 3.6. In the optimality conditions given in Section 3.1, the 
objective function go and the constraint functions gj,j~J, are treated in the 
same way. Because of this symmetric treatment of all functions 
gj,j~j,o(.~), we preferred to use as first-order sufficient condition in 
~.~, instead of the commonly used Theorem 3.4 the assumption 0~int -o 
equivalent condition (see, e.g., Ref. 21) 
-Vg0(.~)~int I ~ p/Vg/(2) 
' , j~ , f  .(.~) 
+ ~ ;t,Vh,(.rc)lpj>O,j~,(~2), ~. ~R, i~J t. 
i~ J  t ) 
Remark 3.7. Now, we can conveniently summarize the optimality con- 
ditions in Table I. 
Table 1. Summary of optimality conditions. 
Conditions Order Primal problem Dual problem 
Necessary 1 st C(~ ! = O 0 e ~o 
2nd V.~ e ~.o.: Co..~ =~ V.~e ~o: Oe ~o,.~ 
Sufficient I st C!~ = {0} 0 eint ~o 
2nd YgeC ~ .~#0: ~o,.~ = ~ V.'~e ~ "~ , .fr Oe~~162 
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3.2. Optimality Conditions Under Mangasarian-Fromovitz Constraint 
Qualifications. 
Definition 3.3. We say that, for xe J [ ,  the Mangasarian-Fromovitz 
constraint qualification (MFCQ) is fulfilled if: 
(i) Vhi(x), ie J ,  are linearly independent; 
(ii) Cx#~5, i.e., there exists a vector ~el~" such that 
Vhi(x)~ =0, i~J, and Vgi(x)~ <0, jE J . (x ) .  
We define a related second-order constraint qualification which is 
weaker than the MFCQ. 
Definition 3.4. Let xe.lr with Cx-# {0}. We say that for x the second- 
order Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (SOMFCQ) is 
fulfilled if: 
(i) Vhi(x), ie J ,  are linearly independent; 
(ii) for any nonzero .~Te Cx, we have Cx..~:/:~; i.e., there xists a vector 
~e[R" such that 
.f:'V2g/(x)Y, +Vg/(x)~ < 0, je J**(x, ~), 
:7'V2h~(x).~ + Vh~(x) ~ = 0, ie J .  
Remark 3.8. The fact that MFCQ implies SOMFCQ can be seen as 
follows. Since Vhi(x), ie J ,  are linearly independent, for given .~eC.~ there 
exists dE•", such that 
s163 + Vhi(x)d = O, ie J .  
Then, with a vector ~elR" satisfying condition (ii) of the definition of the 
MFCQ, putting ~(t)=d+ t~, we find that 
~'V2gy(x).~+Vgj(x)~(t)<O, jE~,(x,.~), 
.~'V2hi(x).~ + Vhi(x)~(t)=O, i~J, 
for sufficiently large t>0; i.e., ~(t) is a vector satisfying the relations of 
condition (ii) of the definition of the SOMFCQ. 
Remark 3.9. The validity at a point x~J[ of a constraint qualification 
can be considered as extra information concerning the structure of the feas- 
ible set at x. Note that, by imposing the MFCQ or the SOMFCQ, the 
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objective function go and the constraint functions gj, j e J ,  are no longer 
treated in the same way. 
Without a constraint qualification, it is possible that the feasible set 
consists of only a single point. Take, e.g., the feasible set J / c  R 2 given by 
"~ 2 xi+x2<0. 
A situation where SOMFCQ is satisfied, but not MFCQ, occurs in the 
following example. 
Example 3.1. Consider the feasible set 
.s162 {(x,, x2)e•2l-x2+x2<O, x2-2x2 <0} ; 
see also Remark 2.1. At x = 0, we have 
Ox= {.~R21 ~2=0}, G=~, 
C.~,.~ ={~e R212.-~ <~2 < 4~} # ~,  for all 0#~et~.  
Thus, at x=0, the SOMFCQ is satisfied, but not the MFCQ. 
In the following remark, we show that, by assuming MFCQ or even 
SOMFCQ in the Fritz-John conditions (6), we always can choose fi0 = 1. 
Remark 3.10. Let ~eJL  
(a) Let the MFCQ hold at .~. If (fi, ~)e~ with fi #0, as occurring 
in the Fritz-John conditions of Theorem 3.3, then we must have rio> 0; i.e., 
we can assume that the so-called Kuhn-Tucker condition holds, 
Vgo(.~) + Z fijVgi(~) + Y'. ~.,Vh,(.~) = O. (9) 
.f.(-~O ie.~ 
To prove this, let us assume that rio = 0. If ~e lir satisfies the requirements 
of Definition 3.3, then 
0=[ j~ fiiVgj(Yc)+~ ,Nhi(.~)]~ 
e J~ i e . f  
= X fi,vg,(.~)~<o, 
jeJ.(.~) 
a contradiction. The inequality on the right-hand side follows, since the fij 
are nonnegative and not all zero. 
(b) Suppose that at .~, with C~#{0}, the SOMFCQ is satisfied. Then, 
if the second-order conditions of Theorem 3.3 hold at 2, in (6) and (7) we 
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can assume that/20 = 1, i.e., (6) can be replaced by (9). To prove this, assume 
that /2o=0. Then, take any .~eC~, .~0,  note that C~{0}.  In view of 
Remark 3.4, the index set ~r in (6) and (7) can be replaced by 
j,0,(.~, .,~). By multiplying (6) by a vector ~ of Definition 3.4, and adding 
to (7), we obtain 
o_< Z 
. i~,r -r 
+ Z x + < o, 
a contradiction. 
In view of this remark, the validity of MFCQ motivates the introduction 
of the following set of Kuhn-Tucker multipliers: 
,~.,. = {(~, Z)~~ = l} 
= {{~j_>0,jeJ,(x), ,~;~ R, ie J}  
Vgo(x) + ~, pjVgj(x) + ~, Z,Vh,(x) =01. 
.jE ,,C, (x) iE.r J 
The boundedness of the set ~ can be completely characterized by the 
following result due to Gauvin (Ref. 22). This result is a direct consequence 
of the theorem of the alternative in Lemma 4.4, due to Mangasarian 
(Ref. 23). 
Theorem 3.5. Let x~,~l[, and let _~.~ #~.  Then: 
~ is bounded (more precisely, a compact convex polyhedron) 
9 r MFCQ holds at x. 
Under the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualifications, we can 
completely close the gap between the necessary and sufficient conditions in 
the theorems of the previous ubsection. 
Theorem 3.6. Primal and Dual Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 
with Constraint Qualification. Let .~e../e'. Then, we have: 
(i) First-Order Condition. Suppose that the MFCQ holds at s Then, 
.f is a (isolated, cf. Theorem 3.7) strict local minimizer of order one 
for problem (P) if and only if the first-order sufficient conditions of 
Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.4 hold. 
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(ii) Second-Order Condition. Suppose that t~~ and the 
SOMFCQ is satisfied at .~. Then, 2 is a strict local minimizer of 
exact order two for problem (P) if and only if the second-order 
sufficient conditions of Theorem 3.2 or of Theorem 3.4 hold. 
See Ref. 24, Theorem 3.3 for a result as in (ii) under a SMFCQ condi- 
tion, which is stronger than MFCQ; and see Ref. 25, Remark 3.14 for a 
corresponding statement for semi-infinite programming. For characteriza- 
tions of strict local minima of orderp in a more general setting of nonsmooth 
programs, see Refs. 8, 26. 
The second-order sufficient optimality conditions of Theorem 3.4 are 
not strong enough to guarantee that the strict local minimizer .~ is also an 
isolated local minimizer. 
Example 3.2. Consider the following optimization problem in R (this 
is a slight modification of a counterexample given in Ref. 13): 
min go(x)=x 2, 
=Ix6(l+sin(l/x)), i f x#01 
s.t. gl(x) 10, i fx=0J  <0" 
For this problem, we have 
.a= {xl x=2/[(4k - l)~r], k~Z} u {0}, 
and for X = 0, 
n0 
C.~-~, C~=~,  C~.~=~, fora l l .~C "~ 
Hence, the SOMFCQ is not fulfilled at .~. However, at .~=0 the second- 
order optimality condition of Theorem 3.4 is valid with those multipliers 
(~0,/J i ) for which/J0 > 0. Hence, .~ is a strict local minimizer of order two. 
Since all points in Jr are local minimizers, ~is not an isolated minimizer. 
However, if (8) holds for any .~ ,o  and any multiplier vector 
(~, ~)~o with/~ #0, and if MFCQ or SOMFCQ is satisfied, then .~ can 
be shown to be an isolated minimizer. For a result as in the follow- 
ing theorem in a more general context, we refer to Robinson (Ref. 13, 
Theorem 2.4). 
Theorem 3.7. Let .~eJr Suppose that either (i) or (ii) holds, where 
C~-  {0} and the MFCQ is fulfilled at .2; (i) -0  _ 
( i i )  t~~ ~~ the SOMFCQ is satisfied at .~ and, for any 
nonzero ~-o  C.~, and any multiplier (/.i, ~.)~.~o, (~, ~.)#0, we 
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have 
.~ ' [~"  fljV2gi(x,)"}-Z ~iV2h, ()~)] ~ > 0. 
je.r176 (.~c) ie,r 
Then, there exists a neighborhood ~ of 2 such that 
0r ~ i.e., the Fritz-John conditions are not fulfilled, 
for all xe~ ~ ~,/r (10) 
In particular, 2 is an isolated strict local minimizer of order one in case (i) 
and of order two in case (ii). 
3.3. Linear Independence Constraint Qualification: Geometrical 
Illustration. In this section, we will devote some attention to the case where 
the linear independence onstraint qualification holds at a point 2e..r The 
motivation is that this case can serve as a geometrical interpretation f the 
optimality conditions of the preceding sections. The approach follows the 
line set in the books by Jongen, Jonker, and Twilt (Refs. 17, 18). 
Definition 3.5. Let xe,,#. We say that the linear independence on- 
straint qualification (LICQ) holds at x if the gradients {Vh~(x), ie J ,  Vgj(x), 
j~ J , (x )}  are linearly independent. 
Remark 3.11. l f2~J t  and LICQ holds at s then it is easily seen that 
also MFCQ is fulfilled. Hence, if x is a local minimizer of problem (P), the 
multiplier fi0 for the objective function go as occurring in the necessary 
optimality conditions (Theorem 3.3) can be chosen equal to one; see Remark 
3.10. 
In this section, we will not restrict ourselves to local minimizers, but 
instead we will consider all points 2 which fulfill a generalization of the 
Kuhn-Tucker condition. 
Definition 3.6. The point 26,4/is called a critical point if LICQ holds 
at ~, and if there are multipliers pj, jE J , (2 ) ,  and A~, i6 J ,  such that 
Vgo(Yr Z /~jVgj(x)+Z ~,Vh,(2) =0" (11) 
jcJ,(2) ie.1 
Remark 3.12. Note that, in Definition 3.6, the multipliers are uniquely 
determined (hence ~ is a singleton), and that the multipliers for the inequal- 
ity constraints are not required to be nonnegative. 
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First, we show that, locally around :~, the feasible set has a nice structure 
if LICQ holds at .~. Let .~eolf (not necessarily a critical point), and suppose 
that LICQ holds at .~. Without loss of generality, we assume that J = 
{1 . . . . .  q} and J , ( . ( ' )=  {q+ l . . . . .  p}, p<n.  Then, there exist vectors 
~r+l , - - - ,  ~,,e~" such that 5 
{Vh,(.f), i= 1 . . . . .  q, Vgi(Yc), j=q+ 1 . . . . .  p, ~tk, k=p + 1 . . . .  , n}, 
is a basis of ~". Consider the mapping r R"~R",  given by 
hi(x), i= 1 , . . . ,  q ] 
CO: x~-~ -g i (x )  j=q+ 1 . . . . .  P / "  (12) 
~,(x-.f) ,  k=p+ 1 . . . . .  n j  
Clearly, @(.~)= 0 and Vx@(Y0 is regular. Hence, there is a neighborhood o~ 
of:~ such that @ is a local diffeomorphism onq/. Further, there is a neighbor- 
hood U of the origin such that 
(1): U~[ ~ ,/~/I.~ ~//" ('~ ({o}q X H p-q  X Rn-P), 
where H = {xeRI x>0}. 
Now, we will consider the case where .~ is a critical point for problem 
(P). First, we clarify the role of the Lagrange parameters. We put 
.~=r and ~0=g0o@ -j. 
In these new coordinates, the point @(2)=0 is a critical point for o60, and 
we have 
0~ (0) = -~,, ,  i=  1 . . . . .  q, 
02i 
(O)=~j, j=q+l  . . . .  ,p, o., j 
- - -  (0) = 0, k =p + 1 . . . .  ,17. 
Note that 
A 
x~. / / /n  q / : :~ x~,d'[ := {-xl :~j= O, i = 1 . . . . .  q;  .~j> O, j=q+ 1 . . . . .  p}. 
SNote that here the subindices define the indexed elements ~k in W'. In the sequel, subindices 
are used sometimes to denote components of vectors and sometimes for indexing elements in 
•". However, the actual meaning will be clear from the context. 
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Now, we assume that we have/~j#0, for all j=q+ 1, . . .  ,p, and that the 
matrix 
t32g~ k, l=p + 1, n, 
O~k a-~t (0) . . . . .  
is regular. Then, a Taylor expansion of~01.~/at 0, where in any local coordi- 
nate ~+ we consider only the first nonvanishing term, can be written as 
g0C~) = Z fij,~j+(1/2) . '~k (0)~,+p(.~), (13a) 
j=q+ t k,l=p+ I
:~i= 0, i= 1 . . . . .  q, (13b) 
:~j>_0, j=q+l  . . . . .  p, (13c) 
where p(~) contains all other terms of the Taylor expansion. 
The number of negative [positive] /2j is called the linear index LI 
[linear coindex LCI] of Yc. The number of negative [positive] eigenvalues of 
(OZgo/(O.Vk 0.~1))(0)  is called the quadratic index QI [quadratic coindex 
QCI]. The numbers LI, LCI, QI, QCI are called the Morse indices of.~. 
Now, the generalized Morse lemma (cf. Ref. 17, Theorem 3.2.1) states 
that,under the conditions mentioned above, there exists a local diffeomorph- 
ism ~" ~ x~--~x such that the term p(:~) in (13) is transformed to zero. In these 
local coordinates, we have 
go(x) =go ~ ~)-'(-{) 
LI LCI QI QCI 
=-E  E - X 
.~ j + q "Jr ~ ~. 2 ~, 2 Xq+LI+j  "dr ~ Xk+p+Q[~ 
j= l  j= l  k=l  k=l  
with 
?~i=O, i=1 . . . . .  q, 
.~/_> 0, j :q+l  . . . . .  p, 
and :~ in a suitable neighborhood of 0. Hence, in these local coordinates, 
the optimization problem (P) is locally equivalent with 
(Plot,I) min go(x), 
s.t. .~i= 0, i = 1 . . . . .  q, 
~j>O, j=q+l  . . . . .  p. 
Now, .~= 0 is a local minimizer [resp. maximizer] for Pto~al, hence .f is a 
local minimizer [resp. maximizer] for (P), iff LI + QI = 0 [resp. LC1 + QCI = 
0]. The point .~ = 0 is a strict local minimizer of order one iff LI + QI + QCI = 
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0, which implies p =n, and a strict local minimizer of exact order two iff 
LI + QI = 0 and QCI :/:0. If .~ is neither a minimizer nor a maximizer, ~ is 
called a saddle point. Further, it can be easily seen that ~= 0 is an isolated 
critical point for P~or hence s is an isolated critical point for (P). 
4. Theorems of the Alternative 
In this section, we present a review of the various theorems of the 
alternative which will be used in the proofs of the optimality conditions to 
switch between primal optimality conditions and equivalent dual ones. We 
start with the well-known Farkas' lemma in a homogeneous version and an 
inhomogeneous version. The homogeneous version is applied in the proof 
of first-order conditions, and the inhomogeneous one is useful for the second- 
order conditions. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ak,,bk2, ck . ,e~" ,k ,~:~,k2e3f '2 ,k~3,  with 3~,f,, 
~"2, .~f3 finite index sets. Suppose that 3f~t # ~.  Then, one and only one of 
the alternatives (i) and (ii) holds: 
(i) There exists a vector ~ E •" satisfying 
(ii) 
~takl < 0, k l E o,~1, 
~'bk2 <-- 0, k2 E ,X,/'2, 
~'ck, = 0, k3 e .~.  
There exist numbers Pk, >0, k~ e~l ,  not all zero, pk2>O, k2e~2, 
and Ak3eR, k3e~3, such that 
I~k,ak, + X I'tk2bk2 + X Zk3Ck, =0" 
k l r .X'I k2 r -Yr k 3 E. g(.'t 
Proof. See, e.g., Ref. 27, p. 30. [] 
The following lemma gives a slight generalization ofa nonhomogeneous 
Farkas' lemma; see, e.g., Ref. 27, p. 32. 
Lemma 4.2. Let ak,,bk2, Ck~eR", k~e~Zl~, k2E,~2, k3e~'~3, with ~r 
9 ~-2, .ge'3 finite index sets. Let furthermore be given Ctkj , ilk2, )'k3 eI~, k~ e.9r 
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There exists a vector ~ ~ R" satisfying 
~'ak, < ak,, kl ~.~1, 
~'bk2 <--#k2, k2e~2, 
~' C1':3 = Yk3, k3~ ~3. 
(ii) There exist numbers pk,_>0, k je~, /~0_>0,  not all zero, /lk=>_0, 
k2e:'~2, and Zk3~R, k3~X3, such that 
hi E ..,~"1 k2 e .9ff2 k3 (~-)f3 
Proof. By introducing a new variable ~, + ~, condition (i) can be written 
equivalently as: 
(i') There exists a solution (~, ~,+~) of 
-~,,+ I < O, 
~'ak,--~.+tak, <O, kl~.Cgl, 
r ~,,+lflk2 <O, k2E.;f'2, 
r #,,+ ~7,~= 0, k3~.~.  
By Lemma 4.1, the corresponding alternative reads (note that now the 
index set ~r corresponding to the strict inequalities is nonvoid)." 
(ii') There exist numbers/~k,>__0, kt~(l,/ao>_0, not all zero,/~,=>0, 
k2eo~2, and Ak, eR, k3e.VF3, such that 
+Z 
F akt 1 
Hk~ L--ak, J 
which is equivalent with (ii). [] 
To deal with strong optimality, we need another version of such a 
theorem of the alternative. This so-called stable theorem of the alternative 
is a special case of Theorem 1 (i) ~ (i') in Ref. 23. For completeness, we will 
give a short proof based on Lemma 4.2. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let bk2, Ck~e [~,, k2e~f2 ' k3~f3  ' with finite index sets =Yl2, 
.713. Then, the following conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) There exists no vector ~elR ", ~d:0, satisfying 
~tbk 2<_ 0, k2 e ')~"2, 
~tCk.~ = 0, k3 e ffC3. 
(ii) For the cone 
~={ ~. /t~-2bk2+ ~" ,~k~Ck3l.lk2>_O, k2eff['2,,,q, k3eR, k3eo,T'3}, 
k2 e Jg2 k3 e .~ 
we have 
0eint @. 
Proof. Condition (i) is equivalent to: For any fixed de R ~, there is no 
e 0~", satisfying 
-~ 'd<0,  ~tbk2___ 0, k2 e,Yt'-2, ~tck3=O, k3eJ~"3. 
By applying Lemma 4.1, this is equivalent o: For any fixed deR ", there 
exist numbers/t0>0, p~>0,  kEe,~/'2, ~k3~[~, ka~o,~gf3 such that 
- / t0d+ Y~ /tk~bk~+ Y~ Z~,c~,=0. 
By dividing this relation by P0, we get a representation de~.  Since d is 
arbitrary, this is equivalent to ~ = R ~, or since ~ is a cone, with the condition 
0eint ~. [] 
The following version of a theorem of the alternative is appropriate to 
characterize the boundedness of the set of Kuhn-Tucker multipliers; see 
Theorem 3.5. The statement is a special case of Theorem 3 in Ref. 23. 
Lemma 4.4. Let ao, ak,, ck3 e W', k l e :'~l, k3 e.X3, with finite index sets 
.g,,  AC3 satisfying I gG I + 1~31 >- 1. Suppose that ~ ~ ~,  where ~ is defined 
by 
~=f(~,  ~,), ~[~l '~d~/t  ~0,  ffi, e~l'~31 ao-[-)-~ ~/klakl-I-,~, ,~k3Ck3~-O t 9 
I kl ~.)ff" I k3 E Afz21 
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Then, the following conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) The vectors %, k3E,~3 are linearly independent and there exists 
a vector ~ ~ R" satisfying 
~tak, < O, k l ~ a~rl, 
~'c~,=O, kse:,~3. 
(ii) The set ~ is bounded. 
5. Proofs 
In this section, we present the proofs of the results tated in the Sections 
2 and 3. The most convenient way to do this is by using the following 
strategy. First, we prove Lemma 2.1. Then, the primal necessary optimality 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 directly follow. By means of Lemma 4.2, the 
inhomogeneous theorem of the alternative, the dual necessary conditions 
are easily obtained. Then, the dual sufficient conditions are established by 
contraposition. Next, again using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the primal sufficient 
conditions are easily proved. 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 
3.7, concerning situations where MFCQ or SOMFCQ holds at a (candidate) 
local minimizer 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1(0. We put J=  {1, . . . ,  m}, and we can choose 
~m+~,-.-, ~,,SN" such that {Vh,-(2), ( i~r ~, ,+j , . . . ,  ~,} is a basis for 
W'. Let ~: R~--*~" be defined as 
h,(x) 
h,,,(x) 
O:  x~--~ ~,',,+, (x-~) 
r 
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It is clear that VO(~) has full rank. So, by the inverse function theorem, 




f ( s )  = 
t ~ ~,,,.+ ix 
t~ 
= ~nX = 
s, SER, 
hence 
v. ( . rc )x  = w (.re) r ' (0) ,  
and because V~(.~) is regular, it follows that 
7'(0) =.~, i.e., ),(s) = s + s.~ + o(s). 
Then, by a Taylor expansion, using .rc~C~, we find that 
gi ( r(s) ) = gj ( ~) + vgj (.~)~s + o(s) <_ o, 
for je  J ;  hence, y(s) e./tl., for 0 < s sufficiently small. [] 
7(s) = ~-1(7)(s)). (14) 
By definition, 
7,(0) =~, 
and locally around s = 0 the curve y is continuously differentiable. Note that 
the kth component of #(s) can be written as 
:~k(s) = v*k(~).~s. (15) 
Because the first m components of 7~ vanish for all s, 
hi(~-t (p(s))) =0, for i= 1 . . . . .  m, and for all s, 0 <s<S,  
with S sufficiently small. By the chain rule, we obtain 
~'(s) = W(r (s ) )  r'(s), 
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Proof of Lemma 2.1(ii). With the vectors ~,,,+ ~ . . . . .  ~, and the func- 
tion 9 in the proof of part (i), we define, with the given ~Te C.~ and ~e C.~,.~, 
0 
0 
t(s) = t ~,,,.+lx 
t~ 






t ~J ' 
s+ (1/2) ~,,,+ tx s2 sel~, 
. ~,~ J 
and locally around s=0 the curve 7 is twice continuously differentiable, 
where now 
~k(S) = V~k(2)2s + ( 1/2) (~'V2~k(X)X + V~a(2)~)s 2. (16) 
As in the proof of part (i), the first m components of ~ vanish for all s. 
Hence, 
hi (~- i  (~(s))) = 0, for i = 1 . . . . .  m, and for all s, 0 Gs < S, 
with S sufficiently small. Moreover, as before we find that 
r'(0) =~. 
Further, twice differentiating the kth component #k of # as given by (14) 
yields 
~ (s) = (r '(s)) 'v(v'~k(r(s))) 7'(s) + w~(r (s ) )  r"(s), (17) 
and then 
~ (0) = :~'V2a)k(.rc).~ + v~(.~) r"(0). (18) 
On the other hand, by (16) we get 
~ (0) = 2'VEtl,k(2)~7 + VCk(2).~, k = 1 . . . . .  n, 
hence 
r"(0) =-~. 
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Finally, by a Taylor expansion, we find that 
Mr(s)) = g;(.~) + VgA~).~s, 
+ ( l/2) (~7'V2gj (,2).~ + Vgj (.'~)~)s 2 + o(s 2) < O, 
for je f f ;  hence, 7(s) e.,ti, for 0 <s sufficiently small. []  
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To prove part (i), let us assume that there is a 
vector ~eC ~ Then .ieC~, and by Lemma 2.1(i) there exists a curve 7(s) 
with the properties (a) to (c) of that lemma. Since along 7 we have 
go(r(s)) = go(.~) + Vgo(.~)~zs + o(s) < go(.~), 
for s > 0 small enough, .~ cannot be a local minimizer. 
We prove part (ii). Assume that there is a vector ffet~  and a vector 
YceC~ Then, .~eC~ and ~ceC~..~, and by Lemma 2.1(ii) there exists a curve 
y(s) with the properties (a) to (d) of that lemma. But along this curve, 
go( y(s) ) decreases, 
go(7(s)) = go(x) + Vgo(g).~s + ( 1/2) [g'V2go(ff)ff +Vgo(.~)~ls 2 +o(s 2) 
<go(.~), 
for s>0 small enough, contradicting the assumption that .~ is a local 
minimizer. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Part (i) follows by Theorem 3.1(i), since by 
Lemma 4.1 the conditions of Theorem 3.1(i) and Theorem 3.3(i) are 
equivalent. 
Now, we prove part (ii). For a local minimizer .% Theorem 3. l(ii) states 
that, for any ~e t~ ~ there is no solution .~ of the system 
.VV2gj (.~)J7 + Vgj (.~)~ < 0, je f~ 27), 
~'V2h, (.~)~ + Vh; (~).~ = 0, ie Y. 
Application of the inhomogeneous Farkas lemma yields, for any .'~e G ~ the 
existence of multipliers ~, fij> 0, je f~ (.~, .~), not all zero, and ~.;e ~, i e J ,  
such that 
Z fijVg~(~)+ Z X,Vh,(.~)=O, (19) 
.]E.1"~ 9 (.L.~) i~ .1 
~t [ o~ fljV2 gj(.~) .+ E ~iV2hi(~)] .~.~  > O. (20) 
j~  J**(.%.~) ie J  
If in (20) t~ =0, then fij, j e f~ :~_), are not all zero. But if ~>0, then 
obviously not all f i j , j e f~ Zi, i e J ,  can be zero. By the linear 
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independence of the gradients Vh~.(~), ie J ,  the relation (19) implies li #0 
in this case too. Since o - - 0 - f ** (x ,  x )c J , (x ) ,  the result follows. Note that the 
multipliers in (19), (20) need not be unique. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2(i). We prove the stronger statement of Remark 
3.2. Define 
cl := min Vgo(2)ff. (21) 
By assumption, we have cj > O. Now, suppose that the statement is not valid. 
Then, there exists a constant x < c~ and a sequence of points xke~g with 
go(Xb)<go(.~)+ r, llXk--.~[[, Xk#Y;, 
We can assume 
Xk=-~+ lkXk, with t~>0, Ill, It = 1. 
Then, by passing to a subsequence, we infer that 
lira s = s lim tk = 0, 




k -..~ r~ 
i.e., 
tkVgo( s <- fCtk + o( t~ ), 
and dividing by tk and letting k-,oo, we obtain 
Vgo(:O:Z _< ~c. 
Similarly, we get 
Vgi(.~)-~_< 0, j~ J , (~) ,  
vhi(Jz)~=o, i~ J ,  
~E 0~, It'll = I. 
This gives a contradiction to the definition of Cl. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Part (i) follows by Theorem 3.2(i), because by 
C~-{0} and the dual condition 0eint Lemma 4.3 the primal condition -o_  
-0  .~ of Theorem 3.4 are equivalent. 
go(Xk ) --g0(-X) = tkVgo(YC)2k + o( t~) <_ tr I]Xk-- 21[ = lCtk. 
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Now, we turn to part (ii). We prove the stronger statement of Remark 
3.2 and put 
c2 := rain max (1/2)g'V~L.~(g,/.t, ~.)2, (22) 
.~~ = I ( ,u ,2 )~.~~ = 1 
where we have introduced the so-called (local) Lagrange function at 2, 
L~(x,/~,A)= Y' I.tjgy(x) + ~'. ~ihi(x). 
.ie J~ i~.r 
The expression (22) is well defined, and by assumption c2 > 0. Now, choose 
c < cz arbitrarily, and suppose that the statement of Remark 3.2 is not valid. 
Then, there is a sequence of points XkE~' such that limk-,oo Xk=2 and 
go(x~ ) -go(Y,) <_ cllx~ - y`ll ~. (23) 
We can write 
xg=.~+ tk-~k, with II~k II = 1. 
Then, 
lira tk = 0, 
and by choosing a convergent subsequence, we can assume that 
lim ~Z~=Y ,` II~ll = 1. 
k--* oo 
We will show that :~eC ~ To do so, we make use of the following Taylor 
expansions (recall that Xk is feasible): 
ct2 > go( Xk ) -go(x)  
= tkVgo(YC).~k + (1/2)t2ky,'kV2go(~)~k + o(t 2), (24) 
o >_gj(x~ ) -g i ( ,z )  
= tkVgj (2)ffk + (1/2)t~'~V2gj (y`)~k + o(t~), (25) 
for all j e J , (2 ) ,  and 
0=h, (xk) -h i (~)  
= tkVhi (X)-~k "~ (1 /2 )  t~'kVZhi (.x)xk + o(t2k ), (26)  
for all i e J .  Dividing these relations by tk and taking the limit for k~oo 
yields fie t~ ~ We now choose a multiplier (/], ~)~.~o such that it solves 
max (I/2):~'VEL~(~,/1, ~.)2, 
(/z,.~),~ ~~ A)II = I 
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and put 
c(:~) = (1/2)s163 ~, ~)~. 
By definition, c(.~)>c2. By multiplying the relations (24), (25), (26) with 
the corresponding components of (/~, ~) and adding, we find that, by using 
rio_< II(P, ~)11 = l, 
L.~(xk, ft, ~.) - Ls(Y., ft, ~t) = tkVxLs(.f, p, ~.).~ 
+ (l/2)t2s163 ~, ~)~k + o(t2k) 
<_poCt~ <ct 2. 
Using 
VxL.~(~,/~, ~.) = 0, 
division by t~ yields, for k-}m, 
c( $) = (1/2).~'V2L.~(~, fi, ~)P, <_ c < c2, 
in contradiction to c(~)> c2. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2(ii). By Lemma 4.2, the condition of Theorem 
3.2(ii) implies: For any nonzero s  ~ there exist multipliers /~j_> 
0,j~J,~ i~J ,  such that (6) holds and (8) holds, even with 
j,o(~) replaced by the possibly smaller set j ,0,(s .~). SO, the result follows 
by Theorem 3.4(ii). [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. First, we prove part (i). We only have to prove 
the direction ~,  because the other direction follows from Theorem 3.2 or 
3.4. Let us assume that there is a vector ~Tet~ ~7#0. By MFCQ, there exists 
a r such that 
Vgj(.?){ < c < O, j~ J , (~) ,  
Vh;(.~)~ = O, iE J ,  
Hence, for any fixed E > 0, we have 
Vgj(.rc)(~7 + E{) < ~c, je J , (~) ,  (27a) 
Vh;(~)(~ + E{) =0, ie J ,  (27b) 
i.e., 
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Here, we can assume that 
I1~+ E~II _>1. 
By applying Lemma 2.1 (c), we deduce that there exists a curve 7, and a 
constant S, > 0 such that 
7,(s) e./r for O<s<S,, 
7,,(0)=~, 7;(0)=(.~+ E~). 
Moreover, using 7~(s) =.~+s(~+ e~) +o(s) and Vgo(.~)2<0, we find that 
go(y,(s)) - g0(2) = sVgo(.~)(2 + e~) + o(s) 
<_selVgo(.~)~l + o(s) 
< el Vgo(~)~l IIs(.~ + E~)ll + o(s) 
= el Vgo(.~)~l t7,(s) -.~11 +o(s). 
This is true for any E>0. Consequently, for e-,0,  we have a contradiction 
to the Definition (1) of a strict local minimizer ~ of order p = 1. 
(ii) We prove the direction. By assumption, there exist ~r and a 
neighborhood ~' of ff such that, for ~(x):= go(x)- xllx-5ell 2, we have 
~(x) -~07) =g0(x) - g0(.~) - ~:llx-.~ll 2_>0, for all x~.//c~ r 
Hence, 5c is a local minimizer of problem (P), to minimize ~ on the feasible 
set of (P). Note that, since Vg(.f) = Ve,,(Yc), the first-order conditions for (P) 
and (P) coincide. By Theorem 3.3(ii), for any . f~ ,o ,  (6) is satisfied with 
some multipliers/~.> 0, je J ,~ ~.~el~, i~ J ,  and 
:~t[/J0V2g(-~)+ ~. /2iV2gj(.~)+~ J iV2h,(:~)]-~ 
.ie j . ( .~)  ie.Y 
=Yc'[ X fijV2gi('x) +X ~'iV2hi(-~')]Yc-2Po tr (28) 
Lje..y~ (.D ie.r 
where we have used 
V2r = V2go(YC) - 2tc1. 
Since SOMFCQ is satisfied at .i, by Remark 3.10 we can assume/2o = 1. 
Then, (28) gives the second-order condition (8). 
In the other direction, in view of Theorem 3.2, it only remains to show 
that, under the assumptions of the theorem, .i cannot be a local minimizer 
of order one. To do so, take an element ge~o,  with .~:/:0, and a vector 
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~eC~,.g (such a ~ exists by SOMFCQ). Then, by Lemma 2.1(ii), there is a 
curve 
r(s) = x + s.~ + (1/2)s2~ + o(s 2) 
and So>O, such that ~(s)~,,# for O<s<So. Using Vgo(:D.~<O, as above, 
we obtain 
go( 7~(s) ) - go(YC) < (1/2)s2(2'V2go(YC)2 + Vgo(2) ~ ) + o(s 2) 
_< e(  II r ( s )  - 2112); 
i.e., ~ cannot be a local minimizer of order one. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the statement (10) does not hold. 
Then, there exists a sequence Xk~/ ,  keN, such that l imk~ Xk=ff, and 
corresponding multiplier vectors (pk, ,~k)e.~o, (pk, &k)r such that 
VxLk:=p~Vgo(xk) + E p~Vgi(xk)+ ~', &fVh,(Xk) =0. (29) 
j~3~.(.,:k ) i ed  
We can write 
Xk=2+ tk2k, with I]2kll = 1 and tk>O. 
Then, 
lim tk = 0, 
k-~ 
and by choosing a convergent subsequence, we can assume that 
lim 2k=2, 11211 = I. 
k~oc, 
By continuity, for the activity maps we get 
J , (xk )  c J , (2 ) ,  for k sufficiently large. (30) 
Thus, for k sufficiently large, (29) can be replaced by 
V.~Lk=~Vg0(xk)+ y ~Vgj(Xk)+ Z Z~Vh,(Xk)=0, 
j~ J . fyc )  i t , :  
with vk=0 for keJ , (Y:) \ J , (Xk).  (31) 
Thus, the vectors (pk, ~)  can be seen as possible lements of .~o. Now, in 
(31), we can assume some boundedness for the vectors (pk, ~k) such as 
i[(pk, ~k)II = l, kr hi, and by passing to a convergent subsequence, 
lim (pk, gk)=(f i ,  ~,). 
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By taking in (31) the limit for k~,  we get 
VxL := floVgo(g) + Y. fljVgj02) + Y'. ~.Nk;(.~) =0, (32) 
./~,r (.,z) i e J  
i.e., (/~, ~.) 6.~ ~ . By MFCQ [or SOMFCQ in ease (ii)], it follows that / i0>0;  
see Remark 3.10. Using 
lim k - / l j  =/lj ,  
k---~ oc 
we see that, for any index j such that/Tj> O, the relation 
gj(xk) = gi (.~) =0 
must  hold for k sufficiently large. Consequently we get, fo r j~ J , (~) ,  
=0, for/~;>0, 
gj(x~)--gj(g)=tkVgy(.2).~+o(tk) <0, for/2i= 0, 
and 
giving 
hi(xk)-h,(g)=tkVh~(.~)2 +o(tk)=O, i~r 
Vgj(:~)~7_< O, pjVg~(.~)2 =O, j~J , ( )~) ,  (33a) 
Vhi()~).~ = O, ie J .  (33b) 
Moreover, multiplying (32) by .~: and using/2o >0 yields 
Vgo(2)2=O and :~o.  
This gives a contradiction in case (i). 
In case (ii), we note that the relation 
p kVg/(:~).~ =0, .]e J .  (:~), (34) 
is valid for sufficiently large k. In fact, the condition Vgj(Y:).~<0 implies, 
using tk > 0, 
gj(xk)--gj(2)=tkVgi(g)~+o(t,)<O, for k--.oo, 
and then p k = 0. Now, by using (31), (32), a Taylor expansion yields 
O=VxLk-V~L = Y'. (p~-/ ] j )Vgj (g)+ E ()~-~,,)Vh,(2) 
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After multiplication by ,~', using (33), (34) and Vgo(~).~=O, we obtain 
tk.~t( ~. ~]V2gj(.~)-I - ~.. ~iV2hi(.~)).~=o(lk), fork--+oo. 
\jef~ ie.~ 
Division by t k and letting k~ gives a contradiction i case (ii). Since the 
gradients Vh~(.f), i e J ,  are linearly independent, by continuity of Vh~(x) 
there exists a neighborhood U of .~ such that, for all x~ U, the gradients 
Vh~(x), ie J  are linearly independent. Thus by Theorem 3.3, the relation 
(10) implies that U cannot contain any local minimizer x # :~. This completes 
the proof. [] 
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